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"Ten spoonfuls make one bowl of rice:"
Asian American Studies Faculty address Anti-Asian Violence

By Edith Wen-Chu Chen

The proverb 'Ten spoonfuls make one bowl of rice"
('십시일반' in Korean or '十匙一飯' in Chinese)
comes to mind to outgoing chair Dr. Eunai Shrake, as
she reflects on the collective efforts of the department
faculty as educators, researchers, policy makers,
artists, and practitioners during this past 2020-2021
academic year. Asian American Studies faculty were
in demand as they helped the campus community to
unpack, understand, and heal from the anti-Asian
violence and hate which culminated with the Atlanta
metro area Georgia shootings. On April 1st, 2021,
Asian American Studies faculty Dr. Teresa Williams
León, was featured on ON POINT, CSUN's
journalism department news and public affairs show.

León discusses how the pandemic has made visible
discrimination against Asian Americans whose image
as "model minority" can quickly turn into the enemy
and perpetual foreigner in times of crisis. Former
President Trump calling COVID-19 the "Kung Flu
virus," and the scapegoating of people of Asian
descent can be seen throughout U.S. history. León
points out how then-California governor George C.
Perkins declared an anti-Chinese holiday on March
4th, 1882, when tensions between working-class
Whites and Chinese immigrant laborers were at an
all-time high. The wrongful internment of Americans
of Japanese descent during World War II is another
example of state-sanctioned violence against Asian

Americans, an action signifying that Japanese
Americans could never be true Americans. León
spoke of the importance of Asian American Studies
in helping educate students in making sense of the
violence that is occurring in our communities today.
León is also the author of " 'Oriental' is for Objects
and 'Asian' is for People: Asian Americans as the
Racialized Other" in Asian Pacific American
Experiences: Past, Present and Future (Kendall-Hunt
Publishers, September 2020). The full interview
which was broadcast on cable network LA 36 can be
found here: https://youtu.be/50WnFHjwXik.

Later that month, AAS faculty Dr. Clem Lai along
with Gender and Women Studies faculty Dr. Khanum
Shaikh, co-directors of Civil Discourse and Social
Change (CDSC), held a Teach-In on Anti-Asian
violence on April 16th. This teach-in was a
conversation on the roots of anti-Asian violence and
hate crimes as well as personal testimonies from
panelists and the APIDA campus community. In
addition to Lai and Shaikh, other speakers include
Manjusha P. Kulkarni, Executive Director of Asian
Pacific Policy and Planning Council and co-founder
of Stop AAPI Hate; Dr. Edith Chen, Professor of
Asian American Studies; Dr. Jinah Kim, Associate
Chair and Associate Professor of Communication
Studies; Hannah Adams, Marketing undergraduate;
Cerina Hill, Communication Studies undergraduate;
and Skyler Hall, Asian American Studies Pathways
Project. The teach-in ended with a discussion with
the campus community on how CSUN can provide
more institutional support for AAPI students and the
APIDA campus community. Lai shared trends of
Asian American and Pacific Islander student
enrollment based upon data from CSUN Office of
Institutional Research. The Asian American and
Pacific Islander student population has been declining
over the past ten years, with the steepest declines the
last five years. The decline in APIDA student
enrollment at CSUN contrasts with the fact that Asian
Americans and Pacific Islanders are the fastest
growing group in the U.S., in which Los Angeles
County has the largest numbers in the nation.
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Suggestions by student attendees on how CSUN
could strengthen its commitment to the campus
APIDA community include APIDA
community-minded leadership development
programs, professional development opportunities,
internships, and outreach efforts to high school
students about CSUN's Asian American Studies
Department. The full program can be seen here
https://youtu.be/CPduLnLJZj0

So inspired by her Asian American Studies classes,
freshman Communications major Mitul Kalra
organized the lecture and workshop event, Take
Action on Anti-Asian violence, along with other
students from Lobby Corp and Associated Students
on April 22nd. AAS faculty Dr. Phil Hutchison was
the opening act as he provided a lecture about the
long and disturbing history of anti-Asian violence in
the U.S. During the second half of the event, Dr.
Edith Chen provided examples of institutional
commitments to APIDA student programming at
other CSUs such as San Francisco State University,
CSU Fullerton, Cal Poly Pomona College,
Sacramento State University, and San Diego State
University whose APIDA Resource Center was
established last year. The CSUN AAS Department is
the first AAS Department in Southern California, and
2nd in the nation after San Francisco State University.
Without an APIDA resource and cultural center, AAS
faculty take on work that is usually fulfilled by
student affairs including career counselor, therapist,
academic support, event coordinator, and outreach
and retention specialist. Students and staff attending
the event were eager for the university to "Take
Action" by providing more support for more APIDA
programming, such as a campus AAPI film festival,
field trips, internships with APIDA community-based
organizations, and faculty and staff training on AAPI
issues.

Spearheaded by AAS faculty Dr. Tracy Buenavista,
the Asian American Studies Pathways Project
(AASPP) is currently the only university funded
program dedicated to retention-related programming
for AAPI/APIDA students. In March, AASPP with
AAS and EOP faculty Margeaux Gamboa-Wong,
worked with the University Student Union to host a
Healing Space for the campus community (Also see

AASPIRE: An AASPP-Initiated Peer Mentoring
Program, p. 27). Also contributing to the Healing
Space was Asian American Studies faculty Kristina
Garcia, a Licensed Marriage And Family Therapist,
who teaches AAS 350: Asian American Personality
and Mental Health.

Faculty were also called upon by their community to
speak off campus. On May 21st, AAS faculty Edith
Chen spoke alongside legendary Civil Rights attorney
Dale Minami and Asian American Studies legal
scholar Bill Ong Hing to members of the California
Public Utility Commision on the Asian Pacific
American Immigration Experience. This was
moderated by Commissioners Genevieve Shiroma
and Martha Guzman Aceves. Also that same month,
Edith was invited to speak alongside Melany De La
Cruz-Viesca, Deputy Director of the UCLA Asian
American Studies Center, at a webinar for the
International Network of Asian Public Administrators
(I-NAPA). PJ Gagajena, Assistant City Manager of
Moorpark and President of I-NAPA hopes to raise the
profile of Asian American Studies and Ethnic Studies
to public administrators noting, "We only scratched
the surface on Asian American history but I know the
presentation helped attendees understand their place
in this world, find a passion to serve, and inspire
inclusion."

Dr. Phil Hutchinson, (also CSUN AAS alum, class of
2000) spoke at the Juneteenth event, "The
Contemporary Importance of Asian American
History: Bridging Past and Present." Professor
Hutchinson eloquently explains how the concept of
Asian Americans as "forever foreigner," is not a new
phenomenon, but can be traced back to U.S.
immigration and naturalization law. Dr. Hutchisnon's
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full talk can be found here
https://youtu.be/Dd1CvdXc5nY. The talk was
sponsored by CSUN China Institute, the University
Library, the College of Social and Behavioral
Sciences, and the local community organization
CHEER (https://www.sfvcheer.org/).

There are signs of hope that Asian American Studies
will have greater reach in addressing race, racism and
the dismantling of institutionalized racism. AAS
faculty Drs. Gina Masequesmay and Tracy
Buenavista along with other Ethnic Studies faculty
across the CSU system have spent untold hours to
advocate and implement AB 1460, a new law that
requires all CSU students to take an Ethnic Studies
class before they graduate.

Farewell Message from
Dr. Eunai Shrake:
Outgoing Asian American
Studies Department Chair
(2018-2021)
Dear Students, Friends, Community Members,
Alumni, and Allies of CSUN's Asian American
Studies,

It was a privilege and honor to serve as the chair of
the Asian American Studies Department for the past
3 years here at California State University
Northridge, the second AAS department in the
nation—only second to “the home of ethnic studies,"

San Francisco State University— and the first in the
Southern California region.

During my three years as chair, the landscape of
CSUN’s AAS department and our nation as a whole
have undergone significant transformations and
tumultuous challenges. With the support of faithful
and dedicated faculty, students, staff, and community
members -- together -- we tackled social justice
issues head-on and tried to overcome these
transformations and challenges, individually and
collectively. Sometimes we didn't see eye-to-eye, but
always we wanted what was best for our department,
especially our students and our communities.

As I reflect upon the past three years of my chairship,
they were indeed difficult. They were filled with
uncertainty, structural shifts, a global pandemic, all
forms of racism but particularly anti-Black state
violence, anti-Asian racism, etc. that all impacted our
society, our university and our personal lives.

In my first semester of chair in Fall 2018, symbols of
hate graffiti found in Sierra Hall with threats of a
mass shooting. This effectively hijacked our normal
final exam week. Little did I know that this was just
a small preview of what would follow the next two
years. In May 2020, the murder of Mr. George Floyd
spurred protests around the country over the
continued assaults against Brown and Black bodies.
Our local communities and the nation came together
in solidarity to assert and reiterate more forcefully
that Black and Brown Lives Matter—yesterday, today
and tomorrow.

Since the spring semester of 2019, the deadly, global
Covid-19 pandemic —which has taken over 4 million
lives globally to-date— caused campus closures and
forced us into a virtual mode of living. We were
forced to celebrate our department’s 30th anniversary,
an important milestone online via Zoom. On a
positive note, Zoom allowed us to honor our three
decades as an Asian American Studies Department
with our 2020 graduates, student awardees, the
founders of our department, our donors, our faculty
and our friends across the nation. We were also able
to complete a successful search for a new faculty, Dr.
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Simmy Makhijani, who will be joining our
department beginning Fall of 2021.

The pandemic has hit our Pacific Islander, Asian
American, and Desi American communities
especially hard, as so many members of our
community are essential workers of all sorts, often
without access to adequate healthcare of their own.
Many lost their jobs, homes and apartments due to
the pandemic. And furthermore, our Asian
American, Pacific Islander & Desi American
communities not only had to contend with the impact
of the coronavirus on their health and economic
well-being, but also faced anti-Asian hate violence
almost on a daily basis, fearing for our very lives.
This anti-Asian hate violence culminated in the tragic
mass shooting at Atlanta Georgia on March 26th,
2021 that cut short eight precious lives, including six
Asian immigrant women.

On January 6th, 2021, we all witnessed an
insurrection in Washington DC, an attack on our
Capitol -- the worst attack to our democracy in
American history, in which people, including police
officers, were killed. In the aftermath of the horror,
we as members of the APIDA community remember
the vivid images of African American and Latino
custodial staff and those like Representative Andy
Kim from New Jersey, cleaning up the mess the
insurrectionists left behind.
Although there was much to reflect upon these past
three years with sorrow and anger, the celebration of
our department’s 30 years and the passing of AB
1460 gave those of us in ethnic studies tremendous
hope that ethnic studies will be here to stay!

My three years as chair was nowhere near quiet or
normal. However difficult, tough, and disappointing
these years may have been, together with you, dear
faculty, students, staff, and community members, we
not only survived but we thrived together (and that is
not to make light of how far we still have to go).
While the deadly global pandemic and racism against
BIPOC and APIDA communities are nowhere near
letting up, we see a glimmer of hope. Our faculty,
students, and community continue to be committed to
fighting and ending institutionalized racism, sexism,
classism, homophobia, anti-LGBTQA+ hatred as

well as discrimination against members of our
communities that are our elders and differently-abled
in our classrooms and beyond.

Without the support, commitment and dedication of
faculty, staff and students, I would not have been able
to fulfill all of the difficult tasks of being chair during
this historical moment. Due to the pandemic-induced
budget shortfall, we were not allowed to spend our
budget, not allowed to hire a full time staff person or
the student assistants we needed. Despite what we
have had to endure, I learned and re-learned how
precious our personal and collective relationships are
with our students, with our colleagues, with our staff,
and with our communities. I am grateful for your
understanding and flexibility but also for your
sacrifices and hardships. I was led by all of you to go
beyond my limits, to reach out, and to achieve greater
productivity for our department more than I have
envisioned before.

Throughout the past years, our department continued
to build on our cooperative relations with upper
administration, with different programs and units at
CSUN including the University Library, University
Student Union, China Institute, other ethnic studies
departments, to name a few. In collaborations with
various campus entities, we had APIDA Cultural
Talks, Cultural Welcome events, Anti-Asian Hate
Violence programming, the revamping of the Ethnic
Studies curriculum, further securing resources, and
now with the support of units across campus, we are
in the early stages of proposing an APIDA Center,
that is Asian Pacific Islander Desi American Center.

I have successfully completed my three-year term
only because of the help and support provided by our
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faculty, students, staff and our communities at large.
Collectively, we survived these horrific events history
has imposed upon us. I am eternally grateful for your
vision, your innovation, your commitment, your
selflessness, your help, and your support. Thank you
for allowing me to serve as your chair. It has been an
honor.

With heartfelt gratitude and
overwhelming hope, I leave my post in
the great hands of our next chair,
Dr. Christina Ayala-Alcantar.

Eunai Shrake, Ph.D.
Department Chair (2018-2021)
Asian American Studies
California State University Northridge

Incoming Chair’s Message

Dr. Christina Ayala-Alcantar

It is an honor to be the
incoming chair of Asian
American Studies. I am
a professor in Chicana
and Chicano Studies
and faculty at CSUN
since 2001. I have a
Ph.D. in Ecological
Community Psychology
from Michigan State
University and an MA
in Social Psychology from Cal State, LA. I live in
Norwalk (border of LA and Orange County) with my
husband, 17-year-old daughter, two cats, and two
dogs. Although I am not Asian, I do share the values
and principles of ethnic studies, which I believe will
assist in guiding me as a new chair and in serving the
faculty and students of the Asian American Studies
Department. I look forward to meeting and working
with you all!

Department Statement on
Anti-Asian Violence

Drs. Edith Chen and Simmy Makhijani

We, the faculty of Asian American Studies at
California State University Northridge, are sickened
and enraged about the mass shootings that occurred
in Georgia on March 16, 2021. We grieve with the
families and communities of the eight people killed in
Acworth and Atlanta. Of the 8 individuals who were
killed, 6 were Asian immigrant women. These
women – Daoyou Feng 冯道友, 44; Hyun Jung Kim
(Grant) 김현정, 51; Suncha Kim 김선자, 69; Soon
Park 박순정, 74; Xiaojie Tan 谭小洁, 49; and
Yong Ae Yue 유영애, 63–were mothers,
grandmothers, sisters, aunties, wives, friends and
community members of the Atlanta metro area.
Their hopes and dreams were tragically cut short
while they were working to make a better life for
their families. We are troubled by the responses of
law enforcement–those who are supposed to serve
and protect–quickly dismissing the event as racially
motivated, surmising that the shooter was “having a
bad day.”

What happened in the Atlanta metro area was one
example of the many attacks on our communities and
reflects the escalation of anti-Asian violence in the
U.S. since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Nearly 3,800 hate incidents against Asian Americans
have been reported across the country since March
2020 according to Stop AAPI Hate — the nation’s
leading coalition documenting and addressing
anti-Asian hate and discrimination. Unfortunately,
there is a long history of violence against Asian
Americans. Asian Americans have been used as
scapegoats for larger systematic failures in times of
crisis-economic downturns, wars, and most recently
the pandemic. Throughout history, stereotypes of
Asians as forever foreigners, model minorities,
spreaders of illness and disease, exoticized sexual
objects and labor competition have been used to
perpetuate hate, violence, exclusion and
marginalization while also effectively pitting our
communities against other communities in struggle.
While all Asian Americans are not immune to
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anti-Asian violence, immigrant, working-class,
elderly, trans, queer and female identified Asian
Americans have been especially vulnerable. Two out
of three reports of hate incidents targeting Asian
Americans have been women. Instead of
scapegoating Asian Americans, we need to dismantle
and re-imagine the dominant values, policies and
institutional structures that directly contribute to
everyday acts of violence as well as state-sanctioned
ones.

We ask our campus community to stand in solidarity
with the Asian American Studies Department not just
through heartfelt words but through action and policy.
Our teaching, research, scholarship and advocacy
centers the lived experiences of Asian America,
Pacific Islander, and Desi Americans (APIDA)
providing critical counter narratives to the
dehumanizing images of Asians as exotic, deviant,
inferior “other”, model minority, yellow peril or

invisible. The
Asian American,
Pacific Islander, and
Desi American
communities
encompass over
thirty-five ethnic
groups with diverse
immigration
experiences and
traverse the entire
economic spectrum.
Our work with

students and communities is multi-ethnic,
multilingual, immeasurable and oftentimes unseen.
To be sustainable, this work requires institutional
support that makes visible Asian American and
Pacific Islander experiences, not just today, but
regularly and always. We ask for a campus
commitment to provide tangible sustained support to
increase AAS faculty and staff capacity so we can
better serve our students, document our histories and
strengthen our relations with community-based
partners who are on the frontlines in helping the most
vulnerable members of our community. We also ask
the campus leadership to direct concrete resources to
continue the solidarity work between Asian American
Studies, Chicana/o/x Studies, Africana Studies,

American Indian Studies, Central American Studies,
Gender & Women Studies, Queer Studies and allies
in addressing the interconnected systems of racism,
imperialism, colonialism, misogyny, and
institutionalized class inequality. Asian American
Studies has an important role in discussions of
anti-Asian hate and social justice, as we prepare our
students and future teachers to be leaders in an
interconnected and complex world. There is so much
more we can do when we work together.

CSUN Asian American Studies Resources

We invite students to learn about the histories,
experiences, contemporary issues, and critical
thinking tools to understand the full humanity of
Asian American, Pacific Islander, and Desi
American experiences. We have many classes-Intro
to Asian American Studies; Approaches to University
Writing; Race, Racism Critical thinking; Asian
American History; Asian Americans in the Media;
Contemporary issues; Asian American politics and
the law; Asian American Literature; Asian American
Women and more.

CSUN Student Resources
 Asian American Studies Pathways Project (AASPP)
Peer mentorship to AAPI students
Instagram:  @aaspathways
Website:  https://www.aaspathways.com/

 Glenn Omatsu House (formerly the Asian House) 
 The Glenn Omatsu House named after our beloved
EOP and AAS Professor, and pioneer of the field of
Asian American Studies, the Glenn Omatsu House is
a department, student, campus and community
center. The Omatsu House serves as a meeting place
for AAS clubs and organizations, as well as a
study-center for student groups. Hopefully it will be
operational soon!

 Off campus Asian Anti-Violence Resources 
 Off campus resources that have been gathered to
help individuals educate others, take action, donate,
and more.can be found here.
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“Resistance is its own reward.”
A Tribute to My Kumu,
Dr. Haunani-Kay Trask 

Dr. Teresa Williams León 

“My sister’s greatest legacy was her fearless
advocacy, her strong loyalty to our people and
culture and the rights attached to it . . Her
understanding of our history was paralleled by
her ability to understand modern issues
impacting Indigenous peoples.” 

-- Mililani Trask on the passing of her sister, Dr.
Haunani-Kay Trask (July 3, 2021) 

Haunani-Kay Trask with Teresa Williams León

My name is Teresa Williams León (formerly Teresa
Kay Williams). I am Dr. Haunani-Kay Trask’s
haumana. My first semester at the University of
Hawai’i (spring of 1984), I signed up for an
American Studies class. Little did I know my life and
consciousness would be forever transformed. The
assistant professor, Dr. Haunani-Kay Trask, who
stood before the class was a young, charismatic,
dynamic, beautiful, Native Hawaiian woman wearing
a pareo. Our reading assignments were quite intense
and included excerpts from, To Serve The Devil, Vol.
1, Natives and Slaves & To Serve The Devil, Vol.
2, Colonials and Sojourners by Jacobs et. al., Facing
West: The Metaphysics of IndianHating and Empire

Building by Richard Drinnon, The Wretched of the
Earth & Black Skin, White Masks by Franz
Fanon, The Autobiography of Malcolm X, Bury My
Heart at Wounded Knee by Dee Brown, The
Colonizer and The Colonized by Albert
Memmi, Pedagogy of the Oppressed by Paulo
Freire, Blaming the Victim by Ryan White,
and Women, Race & Class by Angela Y. Davis. She
played cassette tapes of Malcolm X speeches and
showed a video of the Sand Island eviction of Native
Hawaiians. She taught us about the 1970’s Hawaiian
Renaissance, about Kimo Mitchell and George Helm,
about the bombing of sacred Native Hawaiian burials
on Kaho’olawe, about the struggles of people of color
in the United States, American imperialism, internal
colonialism, racism as a system of power, etc. The
first time I ever heard the term, “Chicano” or the San
Francisco State ethnic studies strike was in her class.
While today, it is the “it thing” to be talking about
“settler colonialism,” “critical race theory,”
“militarism” “Indigenous sovereignty,” “Indigeneity,”
“Pacific Islander Studies,” and “structural racism”
among scholars, Haunani-Kay had long been doing
this work before it had become “mainstreamed” in
academe and had been demonized for it. 

Something about the critical perspective of her
classes –as I would go on to take many classes from
her (and professor David Stannard), both
undergraduate and graduate seminars-- even in the
early and mid-1980s, addressing the struggles of
people of color in the United States and making
global connections with oppressed peoples around the
world, spoke to me. What I learned was mind-
boggling, disturbing, uncomfortable, and yet
simultaneously resonant and empowering. Professor
Trask did not mince her words. She pushed us,
challenged us, made us examine our
taken-for-granted assumptions about Hawai’i and
about the United States. Many of the locals in her
classes rarely spoke up. I was one of the few who did.
When I used the word, “Caucasian,” in class
Professor Trask made a sarcastic comment and
corrected me, “You mean ha’ole.” She was tough,
direct, forthright and forceful. She didn’t hesitate to
call us out. I went to hear some of her public talks on
and off campus. She would regularly slam fellow
panelists, even telling them to “F*ck off!” or “Get off
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my land!” and there would be gasps and rumblings in
the audience. Her courage, her fearlessness and her
righteous anger were empowering. And she knew her
stuff! She could run circles around the other speakers
and panelists, as well as audience members, with her
knowledge and eloquence. She used to tell me that
when she tells a hao’le person off, as a dispossessed
Native Hawaiian, her words are expressions of
self-defense, resistance, and self-determination. She
made no apologies. She often called out other Native
Hawaiians and “settler colonial” Asian Americans
like the late Senator Daniel Inouye, the late Roland
Kotani, George Ariyoshi, John Waihee, Ben
Cayetano, etc. and many others for their hypocrisy,
their personal indiscretions, and their support of
policies that further dispossessed the Native
Hawaiian people. She was revered, respected, hated,
and feared. I’m sure she took it as a badge of honor
when she made David Horowitz’s “100 Most
Dangerous Academics” list, being in the company of
those like Howard Zinn, Noam Chomsky, Amiri
Baraka, Manning Marable, Mari Matsuda, Bettina
Apetheker, Michael Eric Dyson, and Angela Y.
Davis.

The world knew her as an
activist-poet-woman-warrior-professor, a world-
renowned Kanaka Maoli
scholar and human rights
activist. Her writings, her
speeches, her scholarship, her
poetry, her activism, her
MANA will live on. To me,
she will always be my mentor,
my kumu, my forever teacher.
I was one of her first students,
if not the first student of hers,
to go onto graduate school and
earn a Ph.D. Without her (and
David Stannard), I would not
be here today as a professor. I
came of age being nurtured and mentored by
Haunani-Kay (and David). The last time I saw her
was in October of 2005 when I invited her to speak at
California State University, Northridge at her
request. She gave a talk on U.S. militarism and
imperialism to a packed Grand Salon here at
California State University with over 200 attendees,

standing room only. We spent her last night in the San
Fernando Valley, having a Thai food dinner in
Chatsworth. We laughed and laughed as always. That
would be the last time I would see her in person,
though we talked a few more times over the phone
afterwards. About 5 years ago, I had a dream that she
had passed away. My mother always told me that
when you have a bad dream, you have to let it out
immediately, and not keep it in. I remember saying
out loud half asleep, “I had a dream that Haunani
passed away. Please take this dream from me!”
waking up my family who seemed a little puzzled by
my outburst. I googled to see if she had passed away.
Luckily at that time, there was no news, so I knew
she was still here on this earth. I sighed a breath of
relief. . .

I learned of my kumu’s passing as I stood on
Yavapai-Navajo land on July 3, 2021, and my heart
stood still. I am filled with both a deep sense of
sorrow and heartfelt gratitude. I knew “one day” that
day would come when she would take her last “ha”
and return to the “aina” from where she was born.
Her sister, Mililani Trask, shared the news to the
world that she passed away peacefully in her sleep.  I
was 7 months pregnant with my daughter the very
last time Haunani-Kay and I met up. Up until the last

month of my pregnancy, we had
planned to name our daughter,
“AlohaAina” (and her twin who didn’t
make it, “Ka’ Leo”), though there was
something gnawing at me to rethink
these names we had picked out. In the
final month of my pregnancy, we
decided not to name our
daughter “AlohaAina,” out of respect.
For a non-Native person to bear a
Hawaiian name may be a form of
cultural appropriation and theft.
Instead, we named our daughter after
her grandmothers, grandfather, uncle

and auntie (with six legal names). 

 I didn’t want to believe that this fierce and
unapologetic warrior could leave us so young, at only
age 71.  Though Professor Haunani-Kay Trask's
physical form has left us, her life’s work lives on. 
Her writings continue to give voice to the unheard
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and to empower the "powerless." She told us in her
own words, “Our stories remain unwritten. It rests
within the culture which is inseparable from the land.
To know this is to know our history. To write this is
to write of the land and the people who are born from
her.” Even in death, she is resisting and continuing to
influence, inspire, and transform the consciousness of
new generations of poets, scholars, land toilers,
activists, change agents . . . Haunani-Kay Trask gave
her mind, body and soul to the Hawaiian nation, to
her people, to her land, to her students, and to future
generations. It was her time to return to the aina from
which she was born and back to the ancestors. I was
one of thousands and thousands of students fortunate
enough to be mentored by our now kupuna. I wish I
had the chance to say *mahalo nui loa* from my
heart and soul just one more time to my forever
teacher.

Rest in aloha; Rest in power; Rest in mana,
Dr. Haunani-Kay Trask! Auwe! (October 3, 1949 -
July 3, 2021)

Tribute to Dr. Warren Furumoto

Dr. Warren Furumoto, Professor emeritus of Biology,
who was one of the pioneers of Asian American
Studies at CSUN, passed away on January 5, 2021.
The AAS department would like to remember him
with the following tributes from former AAS chairs
and an Education Opportunity Programs (EOP)
director.

From left to right: Jorge Garcia, Professor Emeritus  of Chicana/o
Studies; José Luis Vargas, then-Director of EOP; Gina Masequesmay,

then-Chair of the Department of Asian American Studies; Cedric
Hackett, Professor  of Africana Studies;

Warren Furumoto, Professor Emeritus of the of Biology;
Glenn Omatsu, donor and Professor  of Asian American Studies;

Gabriel Gutierrez, then-Chair of the Department of Chicana/o Studies;
Everto "Veto' Ruiz, Professor Emeritus  of Chicana/o Studies.

Photo Credit: Lee Choo, Circa October 2015

“There are many people responsible for the
development of the Asian American Studies
Department at CSUN. Among the earliest and
steadfast leaders were Jorge Garcia, Bob Suzuki,
Gordon Nakagawa, George Uba, and Laura Uba.
Standing with them was Warren Furumoto whose
steady energy and advocacy played a critical role in
establishing and sustaining the department. He was a
bridge builder helping to link support of Asian
American Studies with what was then known as the
Chicano Studies department and Pan African Studies
department.

“One of Warren’s greatest attributes was the way he
could pressure the administration with the broadest
smile and kindness so that they never knew what hit
them. He effectively worked the backstages of
university decision-making letting others take center
stage. He was relentless in his pursuit of social
justice both on and off the campus.

“Warren was interdisciplinary before that concept
was even invented. Coming from a strong science
background, he articulated the need for the
humanities, arts, and social sciences as also central to
a well-educated person. We all benefited from his
wisdom and optimism. His legacy lives on in every
student and faculty member who passes through
CSUN.” Kenyon S. Chan, 1st Chair of AAS
(1990-1998).

“Warren Furumoto will be remembered for his
tireless work leading to enhanced access to and
increased diversity at CSUN. His outreach efforts,
especially to underserved schools and students,
helped mightily in transforming the university and in
connecting it to communities of color. In the long-ago
mid-1990s he and former dean Jorge Garcia also met
with area high school teachers to encourage them to
broaden their curricula beyond the narrow confines of
what these teachers previously had been taught in
their own secondary school and college experiences.
All of these efforts paid off in helping to make CSUN
a viable target university through the whole of
today’s San Fernando Valley.

“Many may not know that Warren also served on the
original ad hoc committee to establish Asian
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American Studies at CSUN. He remained a steadfast
supporter of the program and subsequently of the
department. More than twenty years ago he
volunteered to teach a course on Hawai’i Sovereignty
for AAS, which I, as a new acting chair for the
department, stupidly forgot to list in the printed
schedule of classes, thus unintentionally limiting the
number of enrollees. Warren taught the course
anyway. Just a reminder, and a sign, of his dedication
to students and to CSUN education.” George Uba,
2nd (Interim) chair of AAS (1998-2000).

“It is with a heavy heart that we share the news that
Dr. Warren Furumoto passed away last
week.  Warren, was a true activist who always stood
up for social justice – no matter what the
consequences were. His passion for and
dedication to educational equity opened the
university’s doors to the most underserved
communities. He was a key player in the fight for
Ethnic Studies, EOP and students from disadvantaged
backgrounds. He was a faculty member and Chair of
Biology. He also served as the Associate Vice
President for Academic Services in the early 90’s and
EOP was one of the Programs under his leadership. 
 He was instrumental in the creation of Asian
American Studies, Chicana/o Studies and many other
Programs and Services on this campus which served
students. He championed equal access and student
rights. He mentored many students, staff and faculty
who developed into community leaders. He will be
greatly missed. His legacy will continue as the
programs which he helped to establish,
continue to serve students and provide them with the
opportunity toreach their academic and professional
goals. Dr. Warren Furumoto was admired for his
courage, his stamina and passion.  May he Rest in
Peace.” Shiva Parsa, EOP Director.

“I had the great honor to know Warren and to work
with him for many years. He served on the
department’s Personnel Committee before we had
enough senior faculty to form a committee with
department faculty. But  also served as a mentor and
supporter during those early years when we were a
pariah department. Those years of struggle  brought
us together and our families visited and became
close. We became partners in crime, the crime of
working for students. His interests were broad and

spanned many topics. We discussed history. When
Samurai was a popular movie he came to my class
and gave a fascinating lecture to counter the myths.
We discussed indigenous cultures and life ways
ranging from his native Hawaii to Mexico and the
Americas. A fascinating man from whom I learned so
much. I used to say, actually, I still say that the prime
benefit of working at the university is that we can
work and dialogue with people who know so much
more than we do.I got to visit with him twice before
the shut down while he was in the care facility. Took
him out to lunch the second time and it was am
absolute delight to interact with him again. Never to
late to honor him for who he was and what he did.”
Dr. Jorge Garcia, Professor emeritus, Chicano/a
Studies, Former COH Dean.

Diabetes in Asian American
populations: A Growing Concern

By Edith Wen-Chu Chen

The diabetes rates for Asian Americans has been
increasing over the last twenty years, with over 1 out
of 5 Asian Americans having diabetes, almost twice
the rates of their White counterparts. More
worrisome is that about fifty percent of Asian
Americans with diabetes are not aware they have the
disease. Our research team has just finished
collecting data related to their National of Institutes
of Health funded project, "Is Assimilation Costing
Asian Americans their Health: Type 2 Diabetes in
California's Asian American populations" to
understand the relationship between socio-economic
status, living in the U.S., and diabetes in Chinese,
Filipino, and Korean populations in LA and Orange
County. This was the first large scale grant
(2017-2021) at CSUN dedicated to the study of Asian
Americans and Health. Obtaining this grant was no
small feat. Despite representing almost 6% of the
U.S. population, less than .27% of National Institutes
of Health (NIH) funding was awarded to research
focused on US Asians, and Asian investigators were
less likely to receive funding than white investigators.
Often Asian Americans are seen as "healthy, wealthy,
and wise," and not a priority for funders. Faculty
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collaborators include health sciences faculty
Lawrence Chu, who serves as co-Principal
Investigator, and Patty Kwan. Working with Asian
Pacific Islander Forward Movement (APIFM), this
project also serves to connect CSUN to off campus
AAPI community-based organizations.

Covid-19 presented us with unexpected challenges
for our research team. The original plan of
conducting face-to-face focus groups at community
sites was no longer possible. Also, the staff members
of our community partner Asian Pacific Islander
Forward Movement could no longer take the lead on
conducting outreach and facilitating the focus groups
as they were attending to the pressing health and
safety issues afflicting the most vulnerable members
of our AAPI community. "How are we going to finish
our qualitative portion of our study? Should we return
the remaining funds to NIH?" were some thoughts
that ran across my mind. The research team ended up
rehauling our original plan and converted our focus
group study into a virtual one, which took place via
Zoom. Working closely with APIFM Program
Director Heng Lam Foong and their staff, our
research team was able to successfully conduct nine
focus groups in four languages, Cantonese, Tagalog,
Korean, and English with both immigrant members
as well as the 1.5 and 2nd generation of our
communities.

This mixed-methods study research project provided
undergraduate and graduate students with an
unprecedented opportunity to engage in hands-on
research on Asian Americans and health. While
Asian Americans are well represented in the health
sciences and the health professions, their unique
health struggles are often absent from the curriculum
and research. This disconnect leaves a knowledge gap
on how to address the health needs of the fastest
growing population in the U.S., whose immigration
numbers currently surpassed Latinx. One of most
notable outcomes of the research project is the
building of a talent pool of future health researchers
and practitioners trained on Asian American,
immigrant, and minority health and policy. Recent
health sciences graduate Jamie Prudencio shares, "If
it wasn't for the opportunity to work on this study, I
would have never learned about Asian Americans

and health, understand the health issues in my
(Filipino American) community." Building from the
research skills she gained from working on the
AAS-led grant, Jamie has gone on to serve as the
Covid-19 vaccine outreach coordinator for the
community-based organization, Search to Involve
Pilipino Americans (SIPA). The neighborhood
Historic Filipinotown has one of the lowest
vaccination rates in LA county. Jamie is working
with SIPA to do outreach work to educate,
disseminate information, and bring resources related
to Covid-19 to this Filipino and Latinx neighborhood,
with the goal of raising their current vaccination rate.
Jamie will be furthering her interests on Filipino
American health, and starting a Master's Program in
Public Health at UCLA this Fall. Other CSUN
student research assistants include Public Health
students AeRin Lee, Jonathan Watts, Danielle Co;
and Patrcia Sebastian who has just finished her
Master's in Social Work. Ashlee Monton, Political
Science major and AAS minor, graduating class of
2020, has since gone onto a Ph.D. program in
American Studies at the University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill and whose current research
examines Filipino American foodways in the South.
Community Consultants on this project included Mrs.
Josephine Chow, Julie Lee, Marijo Pempeña, who has
since gone onto UCLA's nursing program.

The results from our study have been presented in
several forums such as the Association for Asian
American Studies, American Public Health
Association, the Asian American Research Center on
Health, as well Cal Poly San Luis Obispo class on
Community Nutrition. Dr. Cindy Heiss, Nutrition
faculty at Cal Poly SLO aptly observes, "I’ve noticed
that although there is an increased emphasis on
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion work, it seems like
the Asian population doesn’t receive as much
attention. There seems to be an assumption among
health professionals that this population is at low
health risk. For a long time, I assumed Asian
Americans were at low risk for diabetes." The next
step of our study is to write up the preliminary results
and present it to community forums for their
feedback which will take place Fall 2022.
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AAS Virtual Commencement
& Student Awards Ceremony:
May 23, 2021

On May 23, 2021, the Asian American Studies
Department held a Virtual Commencement and
Student Awards Ceremony via Zoom for Asian
American Studies 2021graduates and student
awardees. Dr. Jean-Paul deGuzman, a CSUN AAS
alum, was an invited keynote speaker and Dr. Jackie
Stallcup, the Dean of the College of Humanities,
delivered Congratulatory remarks. Dr. Teresa
Williams Léon, Prof. Margeaux Gamboa-Wong, and
Dr. Edith Chen planned and organized the event, and
Jason Quan worked as a technical director. Along
with 2021 graduates, student awardees, and their
families, many AAS faculty members and Frank
Muniz from Equal Opportunity Program attended.
Also in attendance were Dr. Enrique Dela Cruz,
Prosy de la Cruz, Dr. Christina Ayala-Alcantar, our
incoming chair and new faculty, Dr. Simmy
Makhijani. Finally, our beloved faculty, poet, and
performer, Prof. Allan Aquino closed the event by
reading his recent poem, “As We Meet Again.”

THE GRADUATING
CLASS OF 2021

MAJORS &
DOUBLE MAJORS

Liane Bundalian

Jacqueline Chang

Shiho Iwama

Laura Hirono Perez

Julia Salcedo

Albert Santos

MINORS

Geronimo Morrill
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AAS Chair’s Graduation Message:

Good morning, Class of 2021 and Student
Awardees,

I am Professor Eunai Shrake, Chair of the Asian
American Studies department. It is my pleasure to
welcome you to the AAS Graduation Reception and
Student Awards ceremony for 2021.

We extend our deepest congratulations to you and
your families. We are extremely proud of all of you.
Today we will be sending off our graduates to their
next chapter in life. For student awardees, today we
honor your achievements and success.

The Asian American Studies department was born
out of struggle, of love, of dedication by students,
faculty, administrators, and community supporters! 
Graduates and student awardees, you are part of that
important legacy of struggle! We can't wait to see
how you will go and make the world a better place
--to be there for our Asian American and Pacific
Islander communities so in need of your expertise
and your skills!  For our 2021 Asian American
Studies graduates, you now have the tools necessary
to impact change and uplift our communities.  The
world needs your great minds, your passion, and
your dedication to social justice!

A Congratulatory Message from  Dr. Eunai
Shrake to our 2021 Graduates and
Awardees

This program would not have been possible without
the generous support from the College of
Humanities dean’s office, Office of Student
Services, and Equal Opportunity Program, as well as
individual donors.

Now, Dr. Jackie Stallcup, Dean of the College of
Humanities and gracious friend to Asian American
Studies, will address our graduates, their family and
friends.
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2020-21 STUDENT AWARDS
Departmental Honors Awards

Promising Freshman
Jeyson Armando Alvarenga, Izayah Lamont Perry
Baker, Kaley Beatrice Block, Sophia-Marie
Cabacungan, Julissa Kristal Canela, Andrew
Concepcion, Lorenzo Fonseca, Jonathan Ryan Hui,
Abhik Jain, Eugene Joh, Mitul Kalra, Aisha
Kareena Kumar, Karen Ly Lam, Juho Lee,
Fernando David Lopez, Nguyen Nam Khoi Nguyen,
Caden Pak, Erin Pritchard, Sii Seanoa

Promising Sophomore
Jaleelat Afolabi, Michelle Gillen, Cynthia Jovana
Gutierrez, Sarah Han, Riley Kaneshiro, Joshua
Keck, Nataly Moran Rojas, Meilzabeth Moreno,
Avik Pande, Audrey Romero, Ariana Nathalie
Yousefzadeh, Sung ha Jung

Promising Transfer
Christopher Aguas, Justin Alexander Garcia,
Amandeep Kaur, John Kh Lee, Maleah Leanh
Sanchez Prak

Community Builder Award (recognized for playing a
crucial role in building the Asian American and/or
Pacific Islander communities on and off campus):
Christy Deo, Paula Logozzo, Mariko Nicole Pearce

Departmental Scholarships

Donna Kawamoto Special Achievement Award
Recognizes a student who has demonstrated-
resilience and a strong ability to overcome unusual
hardships and life circumstances while pursuing
higher education: Micah Forteza

Abarquez -Alcantara Essay Contest Winner
Micah Forteza

Laura Uba Academic Achievement Award
Recognizes a student who has demonstrated a strong
academic performance and critical understanding of
AAS and/or Ethnic Studies: Kaylynn Truong

Eunai Shrake Promising Educator Award
Recognizes a student who has made a commitment to a
career in education: Malia Alcantar

Enrique De La Cruz Social Justice Award
Recognizes a student who has demonstrated a
commitment to ending social oppression, impacting
Asian and Pacific Islander American communities on
or off-campus, and showing impact in social justice
organizations or projects: Holly Lin

Kenyon Chan Outstanding Leadership Award
Recognizes a student who has demonstrated the goals
and values of the department and campus leadership
and who has been engaged in practices that bridge the
university and AAPI communities, advancing AAS
and Ethnic Studies through research and activism:
Jessica Steiner

Special thank you to the generosity of our donors
and supporters:  Kenyon Chan, Shirley Hune, Prosy
Abarquez-Delacruz, Glenn Omatsu, Bob Suzuki,
Enrique Dela Cruz, and Eunai Shrake.
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The 2021 Abarquez-Alcantara Outstanding Essay Award

Salt of the Earth:
The Socio-Political-Economic Impacts of
Monosodium Glutamate and Its Ties to
Anti-Asian Sentiment
(originally published in Asian Journal, May 23rd,
2021)

Micah Forteza

Amidst a global pandemic, we as a society were
quick to point fingers at what we think was to blame,
especially when all sense of control was lost.
Americans were quick to coin terms, such as “Wuhan
Virus” or “Kung-flu,” that satisfy a tendency to
control that targeted Asian Americans as a scapegoat
for our collective struggles. Those who adopted these
terms did so haphazardly without considering the
repercussions of how it could negatively impact
others, and can be directly correlated to the recent
rise of anti-Asian and Asian American sentiment,
blamed for our current health crisis.

In reality, it should not have to be said that
COVID-19 has no nationality, and does not
discriminate between our socially constructed notion
of race. Asians and Asian Americans have received
the short end of stick, and seem to have always been
the low-hanging fruit of scapegoating issues which,
unfortunately, have resurfaced with recent events.
Historically, the negative stigma towards Asian
cuisine and food culture as perceived by others might
be attributed as a factor in the feeling of alienation of
Asians and Asian Americans. This has allowed for
racial othering to take place between whites and
Asian Americans, creating a divide between

“normal” western foods and “exotic” Asian cuisine as
justification for their racism as seen through history.

We Asian Americans have constantly been
wrongfully accused of eating strange foods
throughout our history, from the outlandish and
stereotypical claims of cats and dogs to the universal
blame of COVID-19 originating from eating bats.
Stereotypes such as these are used to perpetuate
xenophobic and specifically anti-Asian sentiment,
and is particularly evident in the case of “Chinese
Restaurant Syndrome.” Chinese Restaurant
Syndrome is the term used to describe the ill feeling
an individual may experience after eating Chinese
food, and has been blamed on the inclusion of
Monosodium Glutamate as a food additive. This
medical diagnosis manufactured a fear of Asian
cuisine amongst white Americans, as physical
ailments that could be attributed to virtually any
foods were targeted towards our “exotic” Asian
cuisine and ingredients. Nevertheless, just as there is
no such thing as the “Chinese Flu,” Chinese
Restaurant Syndrome does not exist either, as it has
been debunked, and its racially biased origins made
visible, from further research.

Monosodium glutamate — more commonly
abbreviated as MSG — is a popular food additive in
Asian cuisine is naturally found in many savory foods
and used as a flavor enhancer in its salt form.
Unfortunately, its place in the culinary world has
been met with tremendous negativity. Despite its
natural abundance in the foods we eat, and the FDA
regarding it as “generally safe”, it is still thought of
as harmful by 40% of Americans according to a study
conducted by the International Food Information
Council in 2018 (Dewey). As concerns of public
health rise, so does an ideology, which targets Asian
Americans and our food as the cause of health
ailments. This unnecessary stigmatization that MSG
has received is an example of how Asians, Asian
Americans, and Asian foods have been used as a
scapegoat for racist and xenophobic attacks, and
eventual socioeconomic disenfranchisement, and to
some compulsory Anglo-conformity.
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The term Chinese Restaurant Syndrome was coined
in 1968 when an unknown Dr. Ho Man Kwok wrote a
letter to the New England Journal of Medicine
describing the adverse effects to the body after a
Chinese meal. This “Post-Sino-Cibal-Syndrome,”
later named Chinese Restaurant Syndrome, caused
“burning, pressure, tightness in the face and upper
back, dizziness, flushing, sweating, bitemporal
constricting headache, infraorbital tightness,
lightheadedness, weakness, palpitation, nausea and
vomiting” after a Chinese meal (Asnes 705). Dr.
Kwok concludes his letter with a throwaway sentence
claiming that it might be the food additive
Monosodium Glutamate. This caught the attention of
the Editor-In-chief Franz J. Ingelfinger who decided
to publish Kwok’s letter without review, possibly in
the name of attracting buzz for the medical journal, or
even worse, with an anti-Asian racial bias.

Covered in an episode of the Chicago radio
podcast “This American Life,” Professor Jennifer
Lemesurier of Colgate University conducted research
in 2017 where she discovered that Dr. Ho Man Kwok
never existed in the first place. Piqued by her own
preconceived negative notions against MSG, she
proceeded to write a paper about the mystery of Dr.
Ho Man Kwok and the myths of the food additive,
and had her work published in an academic journal.
In 2018, she received a voicemail from Dr. Robert
Steele, who happens to also be a Colgate Alumni and
Trustee of the University. In this voicemail, Steele
confesses to Lemesurier that he is the man behind the
mysterious Dr. Ho Man Kwok. Dr. Steele explains in
a phone interview later that year that he submitted the
controversial letter to the New England Journal of
Medicine for a bet of $10 that he could get an article
posted in a medical journal while drunk with friends
after dinner at a Chinese restaurant they frequented
once a week. He created the pseudonym “Ho Man
Kwok” as wordplay from the term “Human Crock,”
an insult popular in the 1960s used to describe
con-men. Steele was sure that his phony name would
raise some alarms, but the letter was published soon
after it was sent.

“As soon as it came out”, Steel recalls, “I called the
Journal editor and told him that it was a bunch of

bunk, that it was all fake, it was all made up. And he
hung up on me” (WBEZ 668). From then on, Chinese
Restaurant Syndrome became a household term,
enabling and perpetuating a system of anti-Asian
racism medically backed by doctors and their patients
alike while Asian restaurants began to see a decline
in patronage.

This says plenty about the morals and ethics of the
New England Journal of Medicine as the editors in
charge then, used this as an opportunity to gain press
with a phony medical claim. Newspapers with
headlines such as “Chinese Chow Numbs Some”,
“Kwok’s Quease”, and “Chinese Food Make You
Crazy?”, all of which poke fun at an Asian accent,
spread across America as the medical journal refused
to acknowledge the phony publication. Potentially
racially-biased doctors and physicians now had
access to a false diagnosis for patients with these
symptoms, and could get away with their aversive
anti-Asian racism thanks to the fraudulent letter and
the editor’s refusal to correct it. Even worse, Chinese
Restaurant Syndrome and Dr. Kwok’s bogus medical
findings have even been cited as recently as 2017 by
medical journals in the US National Library of
Medicine — the same year Chinese Restaurant
Syndrome was debunked by Lemesurier (Bawaskar).

This media hysteria manifested in real-life
consequences, primarily with the food industry and
Asian American business owners. Restaurants of all
Asian cuisines began to market themselves as
MSG-free, and those who did not, received negative
reception and a decline in business. American food
manufacturers reacted quickly to brand themselves as
“MSG-free” and still do to this day despite their
products containing other flavor enhancers such as
cultured whey, yeast, and soy extracts; all of which
are ingredients high in MSG or, quite literally, other
ways to say monosodium glutamate (Frito-Lay),
which in itself may lead to even worse allergic
symptoms from those with soy, gluten, or dairy
allergies. The money spent rebranding and
reformulating recipes away from MSG might as well
be identified as the potential business and income
stolen from Asian businesses as the fear of MSG
began to loom across the food industry.
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There also seems to be a double standard that exists
in the culinary world: Asian foods are thought to be
healthy since they generally use more fresh
ingredients and vegetables, but we should also avoid
them because the inclusion of strange ingredients and
MSG makes it potentially unsafe and unhealthy. The
former is only true when convenient for whites in the
context of westernized Asian foods and capitalizing
on American-Chinese cuisine a la Panda Express, and
the latter is only true when tradition is preferred over
assimilation and inconvenient for the majority-white
market. When corporations can profit off of
American-Chinese food in the freezer aisle, for
example, they will do so by advertising fresh
large-cut vegetables to emphasize its nutrition, real
100% chicken breast to emphasize that the meat used
is unquestionable, and big, bright letters spelling out
“No MSG!”

By advertising products this way, food manufacturers
answer every question that the skeptical consumer
could hold of their food and pander to those who still
believe in the Chinese Restaurant Syndrome myth. In
instances where it is not convenient to turn profits in
the interest of the corporate food industry, i.e.
Chinese Restaurant Syndrome and COVID-19, we
are eating cats, dogs, bats, and poisonous MSG; a
manufactured fear that scares away patrons from
Asian businesses.

Despite this, there has been recent advocacy for the
use of MSG in recent years. Korean-American
celebrity chef David Chang has been leading the
pro-MSG movement, proudly advocating for the use
of MSG as an ingredient by using it himself in his
many Asian-inspired restaurants across America.
“You shouldn’t be afraid of making your food taste
good,” Chang declared during a pro-MSG lecture
given at the 2012 MAD Symposium, a conference of
food industry professionals held annually in
Copenhagen, Sweden. It was Chang’s arguments for
the destigmatization of MSG that blossomed an
interest in Professor Jennifer Lemesurie, the
individual responsible for debunking the entire myth
behind Dr. Ho Man Kwok, the New England Journal
of Medicine and his phony letter condemning the
ingredient. Despite countless studies debunking the
Chinese Restaurant Syndrome myth, it takes an Asian

American lecturing a room full of white people to
advocate for the destigmatization of a food ingredient
and cuisine with a reputation destroyed by a white
man pretending to be Asian.

While Chang’s activism in the destigmatization of
monosodium glutamate works to undo the racial
biases set forth by Dr. Kwok and the New England
Journal of Medicine, as all things in life, we should
still continue to consume in moderation. The
consumption of MSG can, in fact, cause slight
discomfort, hypertension, and metabolic syndromes
in large quantities comparable to the effects of high
levels of sodium and other food additives, and should
be treated as such as discussed in a Thailand-based
medical journal (Insawang).

The difference between this medical journal and Dr.
Kwok’s letter is the refrain from blaming these
symptoms on an ethnic group, and instead on high
levels of MSG itself.
With our current situation regarding COVID-19 and
the increase of Asian American violence, simply
pointing fingers is no longer a nonviolent act, as it
has been the catalyst for the catastrophic effects that
have negatively affected the mental, physical, and
socioeconomic well-being of the ones being pointed
at. The recent unfortunate events targeting Asian
Americans may just be the latest culmination of the
same anti-Asian racism that inspired the creation of
Dr. Ho Man Kwok and what his fraudulent letter had
to say about monosodium glutamate in the first place.

Just as Dr. Robert Steele saw fit to create an Asian
pseudonym and phony medical diagnosis to win a
measly $10 bet over fifty years ago, us Asian
Americans, our names, our food, and our culture are
still being taken for granted. In the case of both MSG
and COVID-19, our history and position as a
minority in this country has been, and will continue
to be, taken for granted as those in power will
purposefully exploit and take advantage of our
culture, food, and labor. As to the future of MSG in
America, let us take inspiration from David Chang. If
we are to survive a global pandemic, certainly we
should not be afraid to have our favorite Asian foods
and have them taste good too.
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FACULTY NEWS

Dr. Eunai Shrake steps down from the
AAS department chair and begins early
retirement at the end of 2020-21 academic
year.

Originally from South Korea, Dr. Shrake graduated
from UCLA Graduate School of Education,
majoring Comparative Education and Social
Sciences of Education. She was hired as an
education specialist at CSUN’s AAS department in
Fall 2002 and has been teaching in the department
ever since. Before she landed at CSUN, she also
taught at UCLA, UCI, and CSULA both in
Education department and AAS department. She
edited and published four books and published a
few articles in her specialized fields of Asian
American Studies, minority education, and Korean
American community. She served as department
academic advising coordinator, assessment liaison,
associate chair, and the chair of AAS department for
the past three years.

Upon her retirement, she will spend her time on
traveling, gardening, and volunteering at Feeding
the Unhoused at Koreatown, while FERPing in
AAS department at CSUN.

Professor Doyoung Lee Receives
Emeritus Status After Retiring on June
2021

Prof. Lee , upon her retirement in June 2021, will be
Emeritus Faculty in the Asian American Studies
Department. Prof. Lee has been teaching in the
AAS for the past 30 years since Fall, 1991.
Teaching in the AAS and also in the GWS
department, she has affected countless students.
Her courses focus on Asian American historical and
literature studies, particularly Asian American
women, family, and race and critical theory – which
remain crucial and relevant in these fraught times.

Over her 30-year history with CSUN, she has
dedicated herself to students’ rigorous study and
adhesion to academic excellence. In 2008, she
received a Polished Apple Award for outstanding
teaching. Her approach nurtures critical analyses of
power dynamics from subaltern perspectives,
particularly, BIPOC and gender viewpoints. First to
teach AAS 340 and AAS 453, she developed the
curricula of both courses. Some of the curriculum
development and students’ learning assessment in
which she participated involve writing and speech
classes, AAS 100 and 201 courses. During 2004 to
2005, she was the faculty advisor to the Sikh
Awareness Association at CSUN.
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Her academic pursuits ground her teaching through
the lens of literature, language, history, and
comparative religion/ethics. Currently, she is in the
Ph.D. program of Women’s Studies in Religion in
the School of Religion, Claremont Graduate
University. Previously, she received an M.A. in
TESL and Applied Linguistics (UCLA) and an
M.A. in American Studies/Literature (Bowling
Green State University, Ohio).

Her bilingual fluency (English and Korean) are
invaluable to her community contributions. She has
taught workshops on intercultural communication in
the aftermath of the 1992 Los Angeles riots and
currently provides translation services for “comfort
women” survivors of militarized sexual violence
during WWII.

In her retirement request letter, Prof. Lee wrote,
“I have learned much from my colleagues, each
with distinct expertise and commitment to
education; I, too, tried to be useful.

In one of the episodes of The Power of Myth,
Joseph Campbell compared education to the mythic
journey taken by two heroes – one older and
hopefully wiser with more experiences with life’s
contingencies and the other, the younger, facing
struggle and crisis but gaining new wisdom.
Campbell affirms that education is not only for the
student but also for the teacher, and a momentous
and transformative experience for both.

I have always tried to give my best to my students;
yet, at the end of the day, I learn much more from
them.  They make me a better being.”

A Warm Welcome to
Dr. Simmy Makhijani

The Asian American Studies Department is excited
to welcome our newest faculty member Dr. Simmy
Makhijani, whose work focuses on the intersections
of art, living histories, youth organizing,
cross-racial solidarities, and movement building
with an emphasis in Asian American Activism
Studies and South Asian (American) Studies.

Over the years, she co-founded and co-ran United
Roots (an Oakland-based youth community center)
and has been active with many
community-mobilizing formations, including
Asians 4 Black Lives and Bay Area Solidarity
Summer (South Asian youth activist camp). As a
member of the South Asians for Educational Justice
Collective, she co-crafted a curriculum companion
to SAADA’s (South Asian American Digital
Archive's) first of its kind comprehensive book Our
Stories: An Introduction to South Asian America,
which just released on August 17, 2021 and has
been compiled for use in Asian American and
Ethnic Studies classrooms and beyond.

Dr. Makhijani's expertise has also been sought out
as campuses and communities have been trying to
unpack, educate, and heal from the
cross-community impact of escalating anti-Asian
racism and violence in recent years.
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Speaking at SFSU, UC Davis, City College of San
Francisco, and San Diego State University, her
Spring 2021 contributions included “Reckoning
with Anti-Asian Racism and Violence,” “Unquiet
Asians: Building Asian-Black Solidarity in the
Present,” "Reimagining Public Safety: Alternatives
to Policing on Campus,” and “Hate Crimes &
Community Responses: African American and
Asian American Communities: A Cross
Cultural/Interracial Solidarity Panel Event.”

As a beloved lecturer at San Francisco State
University, Dr. Makhijani was recently given the
“Outstanding Teaching, Service, and Dedication to
the Principles of Ethnic Studies” award which was
ceremoniously presented by the Race and
Resistance Studies department at SFSU’s Spring
2021 graduation accompanied by a touching tribute
from students and a sweet sendoff care package.
You can find Dr. Makhijani teaching AAS 201
(Race, Racism and Critical Thinking) and AAS 360
(Asian American Immigration-Global Perspectives).
Please join us in a warm welcome to Dr. Makhijani!

Original Ethnic Studies student
activist Mike Murase and CSUN
AAS alum Wanda Pathomrit
helping to heal and uplift our
APIDA communities

By Edith Wen-Chu Chen

The Asian American Studies Department celebrated
Asian Pacific Heritage Month by highlighting
speakers who are on the frontlines of uplifting and
healing the AAPI community. We were honored to
have Mike Murase, one of the original student
activists that led to the founding of Asian American
Studies, speak to our campus community. Murase
recalls the role of seniors laying the foundational
knowledge that led to the field of Asian American
Studies.

"And once we got Ethnic Studies, we quickly
realized that there were no textbooks on Asian
American history. There are no professors who
knew anything about Asian American history. So
instead of relying on secondary sources, we went
back to our communities, sought out seniors and
elders to teach us their experiences. We thought
that was a very important step that we took…to go
from campus to community, and back to campus
and back and forth. And I think it was in that
tradition that Ethnic Studies was started, not so
much to be in academia, but to have connections to
the lives of real Asian American people."

Murase, who currently is the Director of Service
Programs at Little Tokyo Service Center, spoke
about the Little Tokyo Eats program, where Little
Tokyo restaurants and volunteers provide affordable
and delicious low-cost meals to Little Tokyo senior
residents. This program also prevented many small
Asian-owned restaurants from closing, due to the
pandemic. "A Little Tokyo without our restaurants
was unimaginable. And a Little Tokyo that could
not be a safe haven for the elderly was
unthinkable," Murase told the full audience via
Zoom.

Through the Little Tokyo Eats program, Little
Tokyo Service Center staff and their volunteers
served 16,000 meals and generated $163,000 in
extra income to the restaurants during this
pandemic.

Also speaking was CSUN alum, Wanda Pathomrit
(class of 2011). Ms. Pathomrit, a double major in
Asian American Studies and Criminology, spoke
about the importance of Asian American Studies
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and how it has influenced her work as a psychiatric
social worker:

“I felt like Asian American Studies gave me that
superpower to rise to this moment to uplift my
community in this time of such need. Because I
have the language to name things that were
happening to my client. As you know, this
harassment is not just harassment, it’s a racist
comment, and we need the schools to do something
about it. Your massage parlor being shot up and
three others…that's not just coincidence, there is
something going on here. We need to do
something. I feel proud of the fact that I can be able
to use my Asian American Studies major to inform
my practice as a mental health professional. And
I'm proud to be a part of the Asian Pacific
Counseling Treatment Center because we are the
largest mental health agency serving APIs in seven
languages, and the largest in the nation.”

Wanda spoke passionately about her work as a
psychiatric social worker, and the challenges of
providing culturally competent programming and
services to the Thai and greater Los Angeles AAPI
community.

“Mental health and social services are not equally
accessible, especially for Southeast Asians in terms
of language. When the pandemic hit, it became so
much more evident that people who are limited in
English proficiency couldn’t make appointments for
the test or for the vaccine, the same as other people.
We had to advocate for change, and we had to even
create our own material to educate our community
members.”

Up until recently, Wanda was the only
Thai-speaking social worker in all of Los Angeles
County. Check out Mike and Wanda's riveting and
inspiring talk at the start of the 29 minute, 49
second mark of this video clip.
https://csun.hosted.panopto.com/Panopto/Pages/Vie
wer.aspx?id=8530f0d4-eac3-4ba4-8869-ad1f000bb
32e.

This event was a collaboration with Asian
American Studies, the University Library, Asian
Studies, Modern and Classical Languages and
Literature, Philosophy, and the China Institute.
Funding was provided by the College of Humanities
Academic Programming Fund, Distinguished Visit
Speaker Program, and the University Library.
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FACULTY
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

During the past summer, Prof. Allan Aquino – who
has participated with the Los Angeles poets’
community since 1994 - was recruited to share a
poem for the "Kansha Obon II: Dance for Our
Seniors" event organized Save Our Seniors (SOS)
network. SOS advocates adequate,
culturally-sensitive care for Japanese American
elders, while fighting against unjust evictions
amidst the COVID-10 pandemic. This event was
hosted by actress and activist Tamlyn Tomita (“The
Joy Luck Club”, “Cobra Kai”) with an opening
keynote by Mayor Eric Garcetti. Prof. Aquino was
featured alongside fellow poet and professor Mike
Sonksen of Woodbury University and KCET. His
poem was his first-ever Tagalog language poem
entitled “tatlong handog sa julita / three postcards
for lola”; Ms. Tomita, part Filipina, graciously
shared Tagalog salutations with the crowd alongside
Prof. Aquino.

Also, Prof. Aquino has just submitted a creative
essay titled “Faith, Love, and My Lonesome
Spirituality” for Asian Americana, a forthcoming
journal edited by Mr. Quincy Surasmith. This
journal marks the 5-year anniversary of Mr.
Surasmith’s eponymous podcast. Prof. Aquino’s
piece is a personal reflection upon his identity as a
Filipino American Catholic-raised Buddhist.

Dr. Tracy Buenavista served as Guest Editor for
the American College Personnel Association
(ACPA) journal, About Campus in its special issues
on Asian American and Native American Pacific
Islander Serving Institutions (AANAPISI).
published in April 2021.

Professor Buenavista also authored the guest editor
journal introduction, AANAPISIs as “Sites for
Community-Responsive Approaches to
Education.”About Campus. 2021; 26(1): 4-4.

Professors Eunai Shrake, Teresa Williams León
& Edith Chen, co-edited and published a second
edition of their anthology, Asian Pacific American
Experiences: Past, Present and Future
(Kendall-Hunt Publishers, September 2020).
Contributing authors include Teresa Williams
Léon, Paul Spickard, Haunani-Kay Trask, Mike
Murase, Eunai Shrake, Khanum Shaikh, Philip A.
Hutchison, Jean-Paul R. de Guzman, Simmy
Makhijani, Tim Fong, Allan Aquino, Kent Wong,
Kim Geron, Eric Wat, Lily Anne Welty Tamai, Ed
Curammeng, Stephen Murphy-Shigematsu, Song
Mi Kim, Nazli Kibria, Anthony C. Ocampo, Kevin
L. Nadal, Amy Uyematsu, and more.
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Professor Tomo Hattori presented student
drawings and stories for the first course ever taught
at CSUN devoted to Asian American comics at a
pre-conference roundtable of the Fourth Annual
Conference of the Comics Studies Society on
Friday, July 23, 2021. Professor Hattori and his
students developed and created Asian American
superheroes and their archrivals. Their stories
probed beneath the headlines of the unprecedented
anti-Asian racism of our moment to explore issues
ranging from trauma, self-care, systemic
oppression, revolutionary resistance, and
transnational cyberwarfare. Hattori also recently
published “Matters of Life and Death:
Transnational Manifestations of Power in Two
Multicultural Picture Books.” Collaboration with
Stuart Ching and Jann Pataray-Ching. International
Research in Children’s Literature. Edinburgh:
Edinburgh University Press, 2021.

STUDENT NEWS

AAS 390 presents The Querenica
Effect:  An evening of poetry,
storytelling and film

By: Allan Aquino

To cap the spring 2021 semester, our AAS 390
Service Learning class presented the latest
installment of “The Querencia Effect” a verbal,
visual, and musical arts showcase launched by our
AAS 325B community and our Asian American
Studies Pathways Project (AASP) in 2017. The
name was bestowed by CSUN alum Jacqueline
Syers – “querencia” being a Spanish mystical ideal
approximating “a sense of home and safety”, which
the series provides for featured creatives and
audience members alike. The latest spring ’21 show,
held via Zoom, was a success, featuring original
poetry, monologues, and short films by our 390
students:  Malia Alcantar, Jacqueline Chang, Steven
Diaz, Alejandra Jimenez Gonzalez, John Lee, Karen
Martinez Olivera, Carlo Nilo, Clarissa Penera, Julia
Salcedo, Anthony Silva, Jessica Steiner and Jinheng
Yang.

CSUN Alum Honored by Los Angeles
City Council

Sharlene Bagon,
AAS alum
graduating class
of 2005, was
honored by the
Los Angeles City
Council for Asian
Pacific Heritage
Month for her
work as an
immigration
lawyer with the
Asian Pacific
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Islander Desi American Community. Sharlene, who
was among several Los Angeles AAPI honorees,
spoke with Los Angeles Councilmember John Lee
of Council District 12 about the significance of her
work. "Unfortunately, a lot of people in our
community are being taken advantage of,
specifically those that want to be reunited with their
families. Family-reunification is the bedrock of
U.S. immigration law. A lot of the older generation
are trying to figure out a way to bring their children
and loved ones to the U.S. And sometimes they get
preyed upon due to naiveite, lack of access, or
ability to communicate." A West Hills resident,
Sharlene was honored for her invaluable legal
service and work to the AAPI community.

Sharlene Bagon, who owns her own practice Bagon
Law Firm, has been a community resource for
immigrants since 2009. She has conducted free
community legal outreach programs and has
constantly been providing free immigration updates
and information via social media to prevent
immigrants from falling prey to fraud and
misrepresentation. Sharlene along with AAS alum
Wanda Pathomrit (class of 2011) who works as a
psychiatric social worker, spoke with CSUN
students at the Asian American Studies Department
sponsored forum, Careers that Uplift Our
Communities: Social Work, Mental Health and
Law held Wednesday, April 21st, 2021.

Sharlene was also invited to be a resource speaker
in West Covina to provide free immigration
information and updates to the Filipino-American
community on October 16, 2021, in celebration of
the Filipino-American History Month. You can see
what Sharelene is up to by following her on
Instagram: @sharlenebagon or Facebook:
/attysharlene.

AASPIRE: An AASPP-Initiated
Peer Mentoring Program
By Jessica Steiner

In Fall 2020, CSUN first offered the Diversity &
Equity Innovation Grant (DEIG) on a competitive
basis to support educational projects, scholarly

research, creative activities and other programmatic
initiatives that promote diversity, equity and
inclusion, anti-racism and social justice for the
benefit of the CSUN community. At this time,
CSUN students were experiencing their first
fully-online semester in the wake of the Covid-19
pandemic. The interns in the Asian American
Studies Pathways Project (AASPP) were unable to
resume business at the Glenn Omatsu House as
normal, while feeling the full isolating effect of
work & schooling at home. A central theme to our
stories as AASPP interns is the impact of
community on academic success and personal
development. This got us thinking — how are other
students in AAS, some of whom have never stepped
foot on CSUN’s campus, supposed to build the
social and academic connections that impact their
college experience?

As a result of the model minority stereotype, Asian
American needs are often overlooked in higher
education. When data is disaggregated by ethnicity,
however, Southeast Asian American students have
lower completion rates than East Asian American
and South Asian American student populations
(National Commission, 2011). Existing literature
emphasizes the importance of “cultural congruence”
in mentoring, such that styles and experiences
between Asian American mentors and mentees have
positive impacts on college outcomes (Chin &
Kameoka, 2019; Palmer & Maramba, 2015).
AASPP is a CQF-funded community engagement
and retention project established in 2018. It is the
only resource of its kind at CSUN that employs
students to broadly serve the Asian American and
Pacific Islander population on campus.

That’s why I authored a DEIG proposal requesting
funding for the creation of a peer mentoring
program targeted towards Asian American students
and/or students taking classes in the AAS
Department, which was conducted entirely by
AASPP. The peer mentorship program focused on
community-building efforts, guidance by-and-for
the Asian American and AAS student experience,
and promotion of interdisciplinary collaboration
beyond the classroom environment. AASPP
received funding approval on behalf of the
President’s Commission on Diversity & Inclusion
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and the President’s Cabinet in November, and by
Spring 2021, the Asian American Studies Peer
Involvement and Retention in Education
(AASPIRE) was born.

We pursued AASPIRE’s goals through culturally
relevant peer mentoring and community-building
efforts in collaboration with select lower division
AAS courses. Housed by AASPP, AASPIRE
consisted of multidisciplinary peer mentors who
were existing AASPP ISAs/interns and other peer
mentors who were hired into the positions. The six
peer mentors workshopped with the “Mentoring on
the Run” model used by the EOP Bridge program to
encourage fluid mentorship dynamics.

Though the barriers of the virtual environment
made connection outside of class difficult,
AASPIRE mentors encouraged a relaxed and
personalized classroom experience. The AASPIRE
mentors conducted virtual class visits with
AAS100, AAS100Hon, and 3 sections of AAS201
courses. During class visits, student engagement
was noticed through students turning their
webcameras on, clicking Zoom reactions, and
actively participating in the chat. AAS courses
typically do not require webcameras to be enabled;
2-6 students felt comfortable enough to turn their
webcameras on for discussion time in each class
visit, with the exception of AAS100Hon (in which
all students already had webcameras on
voluntarily). Because AASPIRE mentors are
multidisciplinary and spoke of their own interests,
students’ questions mainly focused on how mentors
chose their major(s) and how they plan on
translating them into careers after graduation. Many
students were not aware how ethnic studies can be
combined with other academic interests. Both
students and professors were eagerly receptive to
discussions relating AAS course material to
personal observations about the world around them.
As a result of the class visits, 23 students joined the
League of Asian & Pacific Islander Students
(LAPIS) Discord server to connect informally with
the AASPIRE mentors and what is now a
community of 112 other multidisciplinary CSUN
students.

I consider the greatest strength of AASPIRE to be
the fact that it was an entirely student-initiated and

student-led program, with hands-off administrative
assistance from Professor Margeaux
Gamboa-Wong. The program also created paid
opportunities for students interested in ethnic
studies-informed and service-oriented community
work and careers during a time of nationwide
layoffs and hiring freezes. AASPIRE mentors
motivated lower-division students to actively
participate in the early morning AAS classes which
were notorious for turned-off webcameras and lack
of engagement. Students were interested in
becoming mentees despite communication barriers.

The eagerness of students in the select AAS courses
and support of AAS professors has made it clear
that there is a need and potential for success for a
program such as AASPIRE to connect students with
peers that can provide culturally-relevant insights
about student experiences. The 2020-2021 academic
year enabled us to establish the foundation for a
focused peer-mentoring program, which can be
embedded into AASPP if funded. As the general
outlook and morale of CSUN students is seemingly
improving compared to the first half-year of the
pandemic, students may be more eager to connect
outside of classroom settings in a hybrid
environment — the AASPP interns certainly look
forward to the day we can all connect safely too.
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